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Hi 👋, I'm Ibnu gunawan. with 4 years experience as a Frontend Developer. Currently I work at Studioalva.co in Jakarta, 🇮🇩.
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Ibnu Gunawan P
Frontend Developer | DKI Jakarta, 🇮🇩
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Experience
Nov 2019 – Des 2019


Talent · Dumbways.id
During the period from November to December 2019, I had the valuable opportunity to be a talent at Dumbways.id, a prominent bootcamp. I assumed the role of a fullstack developer with a focus on React.js and Node.js. This experience allowed me to grasp the fundamentals of modern web development, including creating interactive user interfaces with React.js and working on backend development using Node.js. This experience provided me with a strong foundation for my technical skills as a fullstack developer.


Jan 2020 – Nov 2020


Designer · Rekeningku.com
During my tenure at Rekeningku.com, I have primarily focused on two key aspects: crafting captivating Instagram content, designing intuitive user interfaces (UI), and also creating promotional apparel and merchandise. On Instagram, I have been responsible for crafting visuals that align with our marketing objectives, establishing consistent brand-aligned templates, and developing content that remains relevant to current trends. On the UI front, I have collaborated closely with the development team to craft a user experience that adheres to the best practices in UI/UX design. Furthermore, I possess experience in designing apparel that resonates with our brand identity for promotional and gifting purposes. Through these various contributions, I have played a vital role in reinforcing our brand's image and enhancing engagement among our users and customers.


2020 – Mei 2021


Frontend Developer · Rekeningku.com
During the period from 2020 to May 2021, I held the role of Frontend Developer at Rekeningku.com, a startup. In this capacity, I was tasked with developing web applications using the React.js framework and occasionally contributing to mobile application development using the Flutter framework. One notable accomplishment during this time was the creation of a responsive and user-friendly web application using React.js. I was actively involved in the entire development lifecycle, from designing the user interface (UI/UX) to implementation and ongoing maintenance. This involved close collaboration with the development team to ensure that the application met our business objectives seamlessly. Furthermore, I gained experience in building a Content Management System (CMS) application using gohugo.io, which we deployed on netlify.com. This initiative significantly facilitated content management, ensuring that information on our website remained up-to-date and easily accessible. This experience enriched my knowledge and skills in web and mobile development, contributing to the success and growth of the Rekeningku.com platform.


Jun 2021 – Agu 2021


Fullstack Developer · PT Gigaming Intermedia Solusindo
During my tenure as a Frontend Developer at PT Gigaming Intermedia Solusindo from June to August 2021, I was responsible for building and maintaining web applications using the Next.js framework. Additionally, I developed REST APIs using Node.js with the Express.js library and created API documentation using Swagger. This experience enhanced my proficiency in both frontend and backend development, allowing me to create responsive and efficient web applications. Working at PT Gigaming Intermedia Solusindo provided me with valuable collaborative opportunities within a dedicated team.


April 2022 – Now


Frontend Developer · Studioalva.co
During my tenure as a Frontend Developer at StudioAlva.co from April 2022 to the present, I have been actively involved in developing web applications with appealing designs while prioritizing performance optimization. Additionally, I have focused on enhancing search engine optimization (SEO) for websites. My work experience includes the development of a Learning Management System (LMS) for Biztips, a product of the Indonesian unicorn startup, Gojek. During this period, I also played a significant role in research efforts for the development of a Shopify-based web platform known as NakedPress.
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BizTips - Gojek
Ibnu Gunawan xStudioalva: gobiz.co.id

Wed, 30 2022, 12:00:00 am
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BNI Direct
Banking: Building a Landing Page and Dashboard for Bank BNI

Thu, 29 2022, 12:00:00 am
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Acetours
Ibnu Gunawan xStudioalva: pkg.acetours.sg

Thu, 20 2022, 12:00:00 am
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Exploring Jenkins
Jenkins is a powerful open-source automation server, crafted using the versatile Java programming language. One of its primary purposes is to facilita...
Tue, 22 2021, 11:39:00 pm
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The Dangers of Copy & Paste (Copas)
What if the text we copy is replaced with a harmful command or malicious code? Learn how to protect yourself from potential dangers.
Tue, 04 2022, 8:10:00 pm
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Integrating Google Maps into a React.js Application
Google Maps is a mapping service provided by Google that supports a wide range of configurations. Adding Google Maps to your application can provide u...
Sat, 26 2021, 1:37:00 am
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